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Meet the Instructor
Liam McKay

Editor’s note: 
Recently, I had 
a good chat with 
Liam McKay, 
Instructor for 
Tucker Hockey. 
Liam has been a 
valuable member 
of the Tucker 
Hockey team for 
the past 5 years. He 
has helped teach 
power skating, 
hockey skills, 
shooting, checking 
and conditioning 
programs to 
various Minor 
groups. Here is a 

summary of our conversation.

Liam, tell us a little about yourself and your family. 

Currently I am playing NCAA D3 hockey for Wentworth 
Institute of Technology and am working towards a bachelor’s 
degree in biomedical engineering. My family members all 
have a love of the game and are involved in sport.

What types of sports do you participate in?

Growing up I played soccer and ran track in the summer, 
every winter I played hockey.

How did you get into the sport of Hockey?

When I was around 3 years old there was a little rink down 
the road from my house, my parents taught me to skate and 
I loved the game!

When and how did you initially get involved with Tucker 
Hockey?

When I was younger I participated in lots of Tucker Hockey 

programs and saw how they improved my skating. I began as 
a volunteer 5 years ago and then got into instructing.

What is the most enjoyable part of coaching/teaching the 
kids?

I love seeing little improvements in the kids’ skating 
throughout the program, it feels good knowing I can help 
others improve and have more confidence on the ice.

What, if anything, has instructing with Tucker Hockey 
taught you?

It has taught me that skating is the most important skill in 
hockey. As well, it has shown me that improving a skill takes 
time and persistence. 

What is the most enjoyable part of on ice instructing for 
you?

Having fun with the kids during the fun games and puck 
drills.

What is the most challenging part of being an on ice 
instructor?

Trying to teach someone who is not willing to keep trying.

What advice would you like to offer hockey coaches, 
parents or players about the importance of skating, and 
why they should invest time and money towards quality 
skating instruction?

The best skater on the ice immediately stands out. Coaches 
typically don’t have enough time to teach skating through 
the season, so supplemental skating instruction will pay 
dividends and lead to more confidence and fun.

Any other tips would you pass on to coaches who are 
involved in hockey?

Always keep in mind that we play hockey because it’s fun!
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Meet the Instructor (Cont’d from 6)
Do you have any funny anecdotes to share with regards 
to your experience instructing or playing hockey?

The first drill I demo’d for Tucker Hockey I was skating 
backwards and fell into the net; everyone cheered and 
laughed because everybody falls.

What’s the best part about hockey for you?

Being part of a team and improving specific skills to help 
the team.

What other things interest you, outside hockey?

Playing guitar and drums to relax, as well as dryland training.

What does the future hold for Liam?

I hope to finish my bachelor degree in biomedical engineering 
and hopefully work for a medical devices company.

Editor’s note:
Thanks Liam for taking the time from your very busy 
academic and hockey schedule at the Wentworth Institute 
of Technology to complete a Tucker Hockey Instructor 
Profile. Having spent many hours on the ice with hockey 
player and instructor Liam, I have seen him mature and 

grow over the years. The following personal traits come 
to mind about Liam. He is a very polite, very steady and 
mature young man - beyond his years. He’s had great 
parenting! Liam shows strong leadership skills and works 
quite well with the younger players. Since Liam has 
participated in many Tucker Hockey group programs, he 
is very knowledgeable about the Tucker Hockey – on ice 
philosophy, curriculums, practice plans, drills and many of 
the teaching points. Liam is quite skilled at demonstrating 
power skating drills as well. Liam, I have valued your 
contributions to Tucker Hockey…much appreciated! Look 
forward to many fun times on the ice again next spring.  In 
the meantime, best wishes with your future academic and 
hockey endeavors this year!


